The Fitness Movement and the Fitness Center Industry, 1960-2000

Marc Stern

Since the 1960s, the nature of recreational physical fitness activity in the United States has changed considerably. By 2000, private fitness centers were ubiquitous features on the American landscape. Increasingly centralized ownership characterized the field from 1970 onward. Men and, more significantly, women, joined, left, and rejoined these ever-more mechanized establishments. Images of health, beauty, professional success, and sexuality emphasized athleticism and muscle tone. Fitness took on an especially powerful meaning to women affected by the burgeoning feminist movement, their new economic roles, the rise of women’s sports, and the volatile marital and social environment. Fitness centers also emerged as social centers where people went to see and meet members of the opposite or same sex. Paradoxically, as this greater focus on the body and formalized exercise occurred for some, a larger portion of the population grew increasingly unhealthy and obesity became a problem among all age cohorts.

Prior to the 1970s, relatively few Americans exercised routinely. In 1960, for example, only 24 percent claimed to exercise regularly. However, something changed over the next two decades. “A new class has come among us,” intoned New York Magazine in 1978, “that defines elitism in an entirely different manner. For this is the time of the Physical Elite, a class of American men, women, and children who are . . . exercising—a little, a moderate amount, or in staggering gulps.” By 1987, a Gallup poll trumpeted that 69 percent of Americans said they exercised regularly. In this paper, I report on one aspect of that growth, the rise of the
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commercial fitness center from 1960 to 2000. Although they were not entirely new, the emergence of fitness centers was driven by cultural changes that swept along a significant part of several generations and helped transform the nation’s physical and intimate geography and the leisure habits and attitudes of millions of Americans. Millions more resisted the siren call of crashing weights and pulsing disco music; indeed, a majority of Americans do not belong to gyms, and unfitness and obesity have become acute American problems, but clubs have become fixtures in the lives of three generations. Interest has waxed and waned, but the industry’s growth has continued. Although there is a large sociological, philosophical, and gender studies literature devoted to the fitness movement, historians have not yet ventured to analyze recent trends. This essay is a gesture in that direction.

4 Joseph Pereira, “The Exercise Boom Loses Its Strength,” Wall Street Journal, 9 Jan. 1989, B1. This resulted, he argued, from a decline in leisure time, increased demands for attention to family, boredom, and a sense of realism. The number of clubs dipped from 14,000 to 9,000 between 1987 and 1990, but by 1995, there were almost 16,000 clubs in the United States alone; see McCarthy, IHRSA’s Guide to the Club Industry for Lenders & Investors, 2d ed. (Boston, 2004), 2.

What were the sources of the fitness changes that did occur? Health, of course, played a part in it. The idea of fitness partly sprang from “a growing awareness of the deteriorating physical condition of most Americans.” A nation plagued by heart, lung, and blood vessel disease confronted its “inactivity and obesity.” The shift to less physical work played a role in this transition. After all, one journalist noted, “we men and women of the 20th century are probably the only beings in the long history of mankind who have found it necessary to intentionally seek out forms of exercise to keep ourselves fit.”

Jane Fonda, the actress/activist/fitness evangelist/entrepreneur, argued, “exercise isn’t a panacea for everything. . . . But there’s no question that much of what ails us can be lessened by making the heart and lungs really work.”

Corporations took note of exercise costs and benefits. Hundreds of firms established in-house fitness centers or contracted with local gyms or fitness centers to promote healthful exercise for all or, more often, for some “higher-value” employees. “Busy but sedentary executives are vulnerable to ailments that may be related to lack of exercise,” costing
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* The fitness industry did not gain its own census category until the 1992 Census of Industry. Statistical data on the industry before that accounting are problematic. The “ballpark” figures cited before 1992 are compiled from popular press materials. Much of the information is derived from the somewhat hard-to-use tables in John McCarthy, IHRSA’s Guide to the Club Industry for Lenders & Investors, 2d ed. (Boston, 2004). For the popular press sources for these data, please contact the author. I also rely heavily on trade journals, the popular magazine press, and newspapers. I also make extensive use of sociological, philosophical, and literary sources.


firms, *Fortune* estimated in 1975, $700 million in losses annually. Others thought the figure much higher. Fitness was presumed to increase productivity, reduce absenteeism, enable recruitment and retention, and improve morale, especially when encouraged and subsidized by the firms. Companites increasingly pushed fitness among their managers. “In the ’60s,” remarked one corporate “healthie,” “we talked about saving executives through physical fitness. In the ’70s we’re doing it.” By the late 1970s, executives at *Forbes* magazine who did not exercise found themselves “gently admonished.” As Malcolm Forbes himself noted, “it gives the whole firm a sense of team spirit.” One study noted that 91 percent of executives exercised regularly by 1987, far beyond the national norm. “Wellness” became an important theme for industry and a mark of the right to rule.

However, the craze sprang from other sources as well. For part of the population, “it’s less and less acceptable to be either obese or out of shape,” wrote Dr. Warren Guild as early as 1971: “Fitness has to do with vanity, an entirely normal thing. Anyone who says he doesn’t want to look neat and trim, i.e., sexy, is a damn liar. People don’t do things that are only good for them—they have to have motivations other than health.”

Emerging from the 1960s, youth consciousness encouraged this trend. “It’s part of a youth kick,” observed Dr. James E. Nixon of the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. “No one can appear not young any more. . . We are enamored of youth. And what is the hallmark of youth? Use of the body instead of the brain.” The “beautiful body . . . one that is well-toned from exercise” came to symbolize the virtue of the “owner.” While doctors discussed the physical benefits of exercise and others touted its psychic high, those who made exercise “a way of life,” those who worked out regularly at fitness centers, increasingly acknowledged, “I just like to
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have a nice-looking body.” This aesthetic led to a rise in bodybuilding among both men and women, especially after the release of both *Pumping Iron* and *Pumping Iron II (The Women)*, in 1977 and 1985, respectively. The *New York Times* remarked on that sport’s growth as early as 1975, when it noted a five-fold increase in turnouts at bodybuilding events and the increased consumption of bodybuilding supplements and products. Although some disparaged bodybuilding as antithetical to real health or strength, others promoted it as a vehicle to fitness and self-esteem. Serious builders took to it in a major way, obsessively developing more and more muscular bodies and ingesting steroids to do it. As one former Mr. America jokingly remarked in 1972, the number of competitive bodybuilders using steroids ranged “between 99 and 101 percent.”

Critics such as Christopher Lasch denounced the body fetishism he observed as one of many “. . . strategies of narcissistic survival [that] now present themselves as emancipation from the repressive conditions of the past, thus giving rise to a ‘cultural revolution’ that reproduces the worst features of the collapsing civilization it claims to criticize.” In this narcissistic moment, people seek “not personal salvation,” but “the feeling, the momentary illusion, of personal well-being, health, and psychic security.” “Harmless in themselves,” he argued, “these pursuits elevated to a program and wrapped in the rhetoric of authenticity and awareness, signify a retreat from politics and a repudiation of the recent past.” Others such as commentator Studs Terkel agreed, concluding that narcissism “comes when you’re not connected to the rest of the world.” Body fetishism, he observed, is a “solo act.” However, it was a solo act conducted along with millions of others, a demonstration of collective individualist conformity by people who watched the same movies and TV shows, who saw the same advertising, and who consumed the same products and cultural images of beauty, sexuality, masculinity, femininity, power, and identity. Formed by commercial media featuring stars, models, and Californians who portrayed themselves as normal, this view presented bodies worked, pumped, drugged, and shaped by surgery, bodies that represented human capital at its most basic. Consumers internalized these fantasies masquerading as normalcy and took them as their own.
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This included visions of male and female beauty articulated by gay cultural arbiters in fashion, advertising, and film, and bodies sold to children in cartoons and action figures.\textsuperscript{25} Real men and women, they learned, were pumped or skinny beyond any normal, or typical, human reality.\textsuperscript{26} As sociologist Barry Glassner suggests, these new bodies are simulacra, \textquoteleft representations for which there are no originals,\textquoteright imitations of \textquoteleft technologically induced copies of copies.\textquoteright They thrived in the new postmodern environment, where form was all and the visual signified virtue.\textsuperscript{27} As AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) increasingly devastated the gay community, physique served many as a testimony of health, of life itself, although as early as 1982, the \textit{New York Times} was noting a gay community that, even more than the straight, belonged \textquoteleft to a health club.\textquoteright Focused on masculinity, \textquoteleft the gay man probably has a much greater interest in his physical well-being than the average man on the street,\textquoteright noted \textit{Advocate} publisher Peter Frisch.\textsuperscript{28}

Many who supported the fitness movement agreed. \textquoteleft Most of the people my age have been through the drug scene, Viet Nam, protesting and all that,\textquoteright said one gym owner. \textquoteleft Now instead of being a workaholic . . . we want something to equate how we feel about ourselves. You spend more time on something like exercise, you may like yourself a little better.\textquoteright\textsuperscript{29} Exercise, and especially public exercise, came to signify mental, emotional, and even spiritual health and virtue as well as fitness.\textsuperscript{30} Fitness, intoned running trailblazer and publisher Jim Fixx, is part of \textquoteleft a distinctly self-centered mood. . . . Having lost faith in much of society, government, business, marriage, the church and so on—we seem to have turned to ourselves, putting what faith we can muster in our own minds and bodies.\textquoteright\textsuperscript{31} The baby boomers’ hard-learned sense of their limits in the real world encouraged attitudes toward exercise and fitness that were more expansive. \textquoteleft We have control over few things in our lives,\textquoteright said Dr. Robert Brown, an exercise analyst, so \textquoteleft exercise is one of the only means we have
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Moreover, the improved self-image, sense of entitlement, public validation, and satisfaction that came with exercise and “fitness,” whether real or simply visual and virtual, fueled the movement’s expansion. These attitudes also came with risks, both physical and psychological or spiritual. Many, such as Jim Fixx, overdid exercise and suffered—in his case, dying for it. For others, “exercise [became] a way of life to the point that those who [exercise but] don’t find exercise a panacea for all of life’s woes can become discouraged.”

In this new version of Theodore Roosevelt’s “strenuous life,” individuals challenged themselves to discipline their bodies. In contrast to earlier models of healthy bodies at the service of the imperial state, of robust males worthy of dominating the globe, the new worshippers at the shrine of exercise posited their right to dominate economically and socially after a decade of shameless play and criticism of the status quo. For many who opposed or avoided combat in the 1960s and 1970s, disciplining the body legitimized their right to join or replace the managerial elite. I suggest that for many, especially middle-class males, their turn to exercise stemmed from the fact that they had not served in the army. Soldiers who left the armed services in the 1940s and 1950s did not heed their leaders call to exercise. Those who had not served had something to prove to themselves and their elders. Exercise and discipline of the body, even to the point of mortification of the flesh, demonstrated their virtue and their right to rule. This challenge evoked a response. “Most of the 76 million boomers,” noted Time in 1982, “are finished with the drug culture and alternative therapies. Instead, many of them have seized on fitness—ergo, older Americans jog in an attempt not to be pushed aside by an army of fresh, unlined faces running in their wake.”

Ironically, the individualistic aspects of this movement also appealed to federal authorities, who shifted responsibility for public health back onto the shoulders of each individual.

Who Were These Exercisers?
These exercisers were originally rooted among (mostly white) “boomers” of the middle and professional classes. “They are the upscale people,” observed New York Magazine, “college-educated, those in upper and upper-middle income brackets, professionals, business people, the general
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run of white-collar workers.” Jane Fonda might have wanted to gear her workouts “toward secretaries,” but classes cost money, and $5.50 per class was “a lot for someone earning $165 a week.” Many were single, and “in many large cities, the jogging preserve or health club,” Newsweek opined in 1977, “has replaced the singles bar as the most popular meet-market.”

Women played an important role in expanding the fitness movement. As early as 1977, observers noted, “perhaps the most salient aspect of shaping up is its new coed character.” Some writers estimated that “60-65 percent of the present fitness movement is represented by women” and that the industry had to understand that market and serve it better. Women turned to exercise for a variety of reasons. Feminist ideology featuring an attitude of physical strength and fitness understood as a necessary counterpart to increased social empowerment influenced some. With strength, argued one writer, “your need for a man is apt to subside from desperation to something more pleasant and proportionate. So feminism and fitness intersect and reinforce each other.”

Participation in sports and fitness also increased with the addition of Title IX to the Civil Rights Act and the development of organized women’s sports in secondary schools. Between 1970 and 1980, for example, the number of women in interscholastic sports expanded ten-fold, from under 300,000 to over 3.1 million. Meanwhile, millions of women ran, while as many as 14 million danced for exercise.

Women increasingly deferred marriage and childbearing. They entered the work force and, one club owner noted, this left them with more wealth and independence and more money to spend on items such as “physical exercise which makes them feel and look better, and provides welcome relief from stress” of all sorts. Similarly, serial monogamy, increased divorce rates, and the rise of a visual culture of the body that featured new “sites of the body” (along with fitness centers) such as sex clubs and discos.

---
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advertising, mainstream and the newly “legitimized” and widely available pornographic film, and increasingly revealing clothing made care of the body an important element in defining personal attractiveness. This affected both sexes, but it encouraged a new “seriousness” regarding exercise among women.

Fitness was thus a double-edged sword. It contributed to empowering women and, at the same time, committed women to externally created and imposed standards of sexual attractiveness and beauty. It shifted the obligation for maintaining a particular shape entirely onto the individual, challenging some standards (for example, female bodybuilding), and accepting others (the firm, taut, commercial look) without question. If only you ate better and worked out more, the argument went, you would be prettier and more successful in life and, especially, with men, just like the women in the ads and the movies. As Nautilus trainee Ellen Bilgore noted, “the system works.” However, she mused, “I am stronger, though not sure why I need to be strong when what I really want is to be prettier.”46 This tension among strength, health, slimness, fitness, and “beauty” remained a constant theme in the gendered development of the fitness movement.47

Gyms and exercise salons, as well as dance studios, all attracted women, and the culture increasingly validated this activity. “A beautiful body,” some observed in 1979, was now “one that is well-toned from exercise.”48 Long and lean is out, declared a New York Times Magazine culture correspondent the following year. “In the past year, bodies have begun to change as a result of new exercise routines and equipment, and the effort spent in gyms—by both men and women—is sure to show at the shore or by the pool.”49 A strong, toned body, built consciously to demonstrate control over everything life had both to offer and to throw at you, had emerged along with, if not replaced, the slim, waiflike presentation of beauty of the 1960s and early 1970s. What with inflation, divorce, work, and home demands, “we’ve simply got to be strong,” mused Annie Gottlieb in 1981.50 “Vitality! It’s a whole new kind of beauty,” crowed Mademoiselle magazine in 1978, “a whole new kind of sex appeal, & there’s a whole new kind of woman—taut, strong, long on energy—ushering it in. . . . The name of the game is sports: exercise that delivers a

47 For an excellent look at this as it relates to women, weight, and exercise, see Seid, Never Too Thin, especially 235-56.
48 Beach, “The New Fitness,” 78.
lifetime of fitness and fun together, play and interplay that charges you with energy.”

It was a new moment when Rosalyn Drexler, an author and competitive power lifter, could proclaim, “I believe that any woman in reasonably good health can double her strength within six months if she wants to. There’s everything to gain and nothing to lose but her prejudice about what a woman should like and be. I say be strong!” The fit, displayed, gendered body was presented, both consciously and unconsciously, as performance art.

The New Centers
As the 1970s began, Dr. Kenneth Cooper, author of the bestselling book, Aerobics, proclaimed, “... in two years, Aerobics has progressed from near obscurity to a worldwide exercise program involving millions” who ran as if their lives depended on it. The fitness movement also entered America’s hotels, malls, shopping centers, and office parks via fitness centers. By 1978, the well-established club movement led CBS to set a sitcom in a health club. Modern clubs joined the men’s health clubs, which had existed in most large cities before 1970, serving upper-income males with massage, steam baths, light exercise, and passive exercise machines such as vibrating belts that supposedly broke up fat.

Vic Tanny, a former junior high school social studies teacher from Rochester, New York, began his first “modern” fitness club in Santa Monica, California, in 1940. The company opened dozens more clubs during the late 1950s and early 1960s. By 1962, however, cash shortages forced the firm to pursue franchising and the sale of contracts to collection agencies. When the business folded that year, there were over a hundred Tanny clubs nationwide. They had attempted to move beyond the image of the “low-rent, bare-bones, smoke-and-sweat-saturated hangout for boxers and bodybuilders,” such as Joe Gold’s Gym in Venice, California, and, instead, sought to establish “temples of luxury and respectability” filled “with gleaming chrome equipment” that provided a full-out exercise experience, although “excessive grunting was frowned upon.” The chain’s

52 Ibid., 268.
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failure did not mean the collapse of the individual clubs. Club managers bought many, and at least twelve went to a duo who, over the years, built their holdings into the industry’s largest chain.  

Three thousand private fitness clubs in 1978 grew to almost 20,000 by 2002. 

Membership skyrocketed from 1.7 million in 1972 to 42.7 million by 2006 (see Fig. 1). 

Club sales and receipts climbed from $227 million in 1972 to almost $8 billion in 1997.  

Why did these clubs flourish? In part, they succeeded because people had a desire to be healthy. A nation plagued by heart, lung, and blood vessel disease confronted what commentators—not without justice—dubbed its “inactivity and obesity.” White-collar or physically undemanding lifestyles meant Americans had to tackle a health regime—or at least parts of it—for themselves. This change partly shifted responsibility for public health back onto the shoulders of each individual. Others, of course, just sought to look “good,” or “better,” or “younger.” Fitness became as much about conforming to a particular image of the healthy body as being healthy, and the clubs played on peoples’ insecurities as toned, bulked, pumped, chemically and surgically altered muscularity came to signal health, virtuous masculinity, strength, and a new, toned femininity throughout the commercial media.
FIGURE 1
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Why a club? For hard-core exercisers, clubs enabled exercise in all weather conditions. Ritzier clubs pampered patrons, and all provided more workout options than individuals could manage on their own. That much is obvious. For many, however, the club was more than a second-best alternative to outdoor exercise. “Part of the appeal and actual value of a health club, it seems,” remarked journalists in *Today’s Health* in 1972, “is as much psychological as physical.”

Joining reassured members that they were serious about working out and let them feel socially connected. It allowed them to feel virtuous and know that others were observing them being virtuous. Viewing and voyeurism were an active part of the exercise scene. One watched what
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68 Issues of watching are an important element in almost every discussion of the gyms. This is not simply sexual or heterosexual. It includes women watching women, and men watching men, in both sexual and non-sexual comparative fashion. See, in particular, Sabol, *The Body of America*; “The Beauty of Fitness.” *Mademoiselle* 84 (Aug. 1978), 218-25; Shari L. Dworkin, “A Woman’s Place is in
others did, what they looked like, and what they wore. Gym mirrors allowed patrons to watch others and to be watched in return. The gym was the realization of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon, an unrealized prison where prisoners sat in their cells never sure when the central scrutinizer was observing them. As Michel Foucault noted in *Discipline and Punish*, this represented a new level of historical control over the resistant body (both social and individual), where the possibility of observation altered the prisoner’s behavior just as the factory later transformed the worker’s behavior.69 I hypothesize that the longing for validation helped drive the exercisers to greater efforts in this panopticon of self-imposed discipline and punishment, where public pain was gain in both the physical and psychological sense.70 The prisoners were also guards.

Gyms quickly added machines to capture an expanded coed market. Within eleven years of their introduction in 1970, over 2,600 Nautilus centers served over 2.2 million U.S. users. Their popularity grew as athletes used them for strength training.71 Nautilus equipment and its competitors became both ubiquitous and increasingly sophisticated. Microprocessors, computerized readouts, multiple workout programs, and other innovations helped to “revolutionize multipurpose resistance
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devices.”\textsuperscript{72} By 1988, noted the\textit{New York Times}, gyms were increasingly like “video arcades.”\textsuperscript{73}

In addition to the facilities, clubs provided the social solidarity that made doing something as painful and boring as exercise more bearable. The social bonding was palpable. “At home,” one member remarked in 1978, “I’d miss the camaraderie that develops in a group and the ideas and information on health that I glean.”\textsuperscript{74} It was hard enough to start exercising; sustaining it required social reinforcement and the right environment.\textsuperscript{75} Many club-goers also sought a social environment for meeting like-minded individuals and appropriate partners.\textsuperscript{76} Clubs with restaurants, juice bars, lounges, and planned social events expanded their role in members’ lives during the 1980s.\textsuperscript{77} That element of club culture seems to have shifted somewhat during the 1990s. Although “looking to meet Ms. or Mr. Right-Now” still mattered for some, gyms increasingly served people attempting to develop or maintain their health or “look.”\textsuperscript{78}

In some ways, the move from form-fitting lycra and spandex leotards, shorts, and muscle shirts in the 1980s, where members were, as the\textit{Wall Street Journal} observed in 1986, “more interested in style than sweat,” to comfortable, less revealing shorts, sweatpants, t-shirts and sweatshirts embodied that shift.\textsuperscript{79}

“In a good gym or health club,” wrote fitness commentator Alexandra Penney, “a quiet pervasive atmosphere tells you that what’s being done there is important. . . There’s usually a friendly and helpful spirit around gyms.”\textsuperscript{80} In good facilities, instructors helped newcomers engage, taught them how to use the equipment, and helped them exercise properly (as understood at any given moment). This was crucial, as exercising could be dangerous. But, as one public health scholar noted in 1972, “there’s no government supervision of exercise classes or the people who run them; no government approved standardized training schools for exercise
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teachers—as there are in many European countries.”

Voluntary certification and in-house training was more common by 1990, but mandatory certification eluded the cautious consumer and *caveat emptor* ruled. The practice of using floor staff as salespeople often meant that instructors paid much more attention to prospective commissions than to exercising members.

In general, two types of clubs emerged during the 1970s. The first, geared initially around racquet sports, followed on the country club. They relied on user fees, higher monthly charges, and an initiation fee. They sought high retention by providing full-service clubs. Their trade associations came together in the International Racquet Sport Association (IRSA), self-declared “The Association for Quality Clubs,” in 1981. They competed with chain and stand-alone fitness centers and lobbied aggressively against untaxed not-for-profits such as the YMCA (Young Men’s Christian Association), Jewish Community Centers, and so forth, which built state-of-the-art facilities providing services at rates below those the for-profit, taxed clubs could match.

Circuit training, aerobic dance, and individual workouts in fitness clubs of various sorts grew in the late 1970s at the expense of alternative operations. Racquet sports (which grew in the early and mid-1970s) declined, with participation and sales falling 25 percent in 1981 alone, as people began “working out.”

---


83 Even Touche Ross & Co. noted in an evaluation of the industry “that the largest part of their effort is the sales effort, and that the operation of the spa is only ancillary to the sales program.” “Health Spas,” *Consumer Reports*, 441; Geoff Hampton, “Secrets of Membership Sales,” *IRSA News* 3 (April 1983): 10; “High Pressure, Low Service: Memoirs of a Former Storefront Salesperson,” *IRSA Club Business* 6 (May 1985): 22-23.


85 YMCA expansion via elite institutions is a constant refrain in IRSA publications throughout the 1980s. Many others agreed, arguing that the YMCA “economically discriminates against almost everyone. . . . Predominantly black and poor residents are paying for athletic facilities for the rich, white suburbanites who don’t pay taxes in the city.” Other YMCAs, including the one in Boston, consciously rejected this trend, remained simpler and less fancy, and sought to serve all, regardless of their wealth; see Karen de Witt, *New York Times*, 21 April 1979, p. 20.

86 John S. Lang, “America’s Fitness Binge,” *U.S. News & World Report* (May 1982), 58-61. The multipurpose sports clubs that survived in this environment were those that transitioned successfully from racquet sports to fitness. By 1983,
The “storefront” center represented the industry’s other pole. Located in shopping malls, hotels, and so forth, these included many serious clubs with competent instructors and a focus on low-cost, high-volume service. Others were fraudulent or simply incompetent. Consumer groups filed protest after protest about every aspect of club practices, and the Federal Trade Commission considered regulating the industry, widely regarded as one of America’s most problematic. It began investigating the clubs in 1979, only to abandon the idea of controls during the anti-regulatory years of Ronald Reagan’s administration. 87

IRSA insiders were suggesting a name change that would match the new focus on fitness (for example, Nautilus/circuit training, aerobic dance, etc.) that had already swept through the clubs. Tim Richards, “IRSA’s Annual Industry Data Study,” *IRSA News* 3 (March 1983): 14. That change would not occur until 1994, when IRSA became the International Health, Racquet, and Sportclub Association (IHRSA), but the concern for fitness as opposed to racquet sports became a primary factor in maintaining membership and in growing, as evidenced in every IRSA trade journal from 1981 onward.

Some states stepped in to regulate the industry, Maryland going so far as to establish a “health-spa commissioner,” but problems persisted. Requiring as little as $100,000 to lease equipment and space, health clubs were an easy way for nefarious operators to bilk the public; the weak business skills of many operators—more athletes than business people—exacerbated the problems. Dissatisfaction with service along with lack of use (one estimate suggested that the storefronts, including the largest chains, averaged 55 visits per member in 1986—up from 24 in 1983—compared to 120 for IRSA clubs) led to average annual membership turnover rates of 40-60 percent. Although some elite clubs managed turnover as low as 2 percent, even good clubs spoke of 35 percent fallout; storefronts actually relied on dropouts to keep attendance manageable, while maintaining cash flows through new memberships and high initiation fees. Where the “bleed” did not occur, dissatisfaction rates rose as high as 80 percent.

For all their failings, storefronts expanded during the 1970s and 1980s and held the largest share of all club members. Advertising constituted an enormous portion of the chains’ budgets, and paid celebrity spokespeople such as Cher (who worked out in her private gym at home) or Arnold Schwarzenegger (intimately connected to Joe Gold’s World Gym, a franchise founded after Gold’s Gym was sold in 1970)

88 The states took to banning lifetime contracts, and introduced three-day cooling off periods guaranteeing new members full refunds within 72 hours of contract signing and conditions for pro-rated refunds, including moves out of area, relocation of the gym, and illness, injury, or death. They attempted to control exploitative sales practices based on psychological abuse of vulnerable clients. They also required that new clubs post bonds vulnerable to forfeit in the event of abuse. Industry leaders often objected to these controls as inappropriate regulation designed to stifle entrepreneurship and punishing smaller clubs, but such rules spread to over twenty-seven states by 1987, up from seventeen in 1983. See Richard B. Schmitt, “Fiscal Fitness; Efforts to Regulate Health Clubs Fail to End Abuses,” Wall Street Journal, 3 April 1987, p. 33; “The Federal Trade Commission’s Report on the Health Spa Industry,” 45-46; Waters, “The Champ: Dr. Jimmy D. Johnson,” 29-36. New York State, for example, passed legislation mandating particular refund policies and contract length in 1978: “A Summary of the Actions Taken This Year by the New York State Legislature,” New York Times, 31 July 1978, A12.


Many of the clubs were owned and managed by a local fitness advocate, athlete, or bodybuilder, someone who wanted a church in which to “preach” the gospel of fitness, to turn passion into a livelihood. Some of these were independent, stand-alone organizations.\footnote{As early as 1983, for example, Greg Buttle of the New York Jets opened a gym on Long Island that became one of the best respected in the region. Gerald Eskenazi, “About Long Island,” \textit{New York Times}, 6 Nov. 1983, LI2. IRSA members often noted that expanding from one to several clubs in a chain often took the pleasure out of the enterprise. They were, after all, in it because “they love sports and working out”; John McCarthy, “Club Ownership: Mega-Club or Multi-Club?” \textit{IRSA News} 3 (May 1983): 1. An excellent example of the jock phenomenon was Neil’s Nautilus, originally Neil’s Gym, on Long Island, begun and run by bodybuilder Neil Deitrichson. This was the first gym I ever joined; see Philip Singeman, “Body Works,” \textit{Sport} 69 (Dec. 1979): 85. Many found it difficult to manage the business aspect of their passion, and by 1984 IRSA’s John McCarthy could warn association members that theirs were no longer amateur operations. They now needed “a professional club manager” and full- or part-time department managers; see John McCarthy, “Megatrends in the Club Business,” \textit{IRSA Club Business} 4 (Oct. 1984): 45.} Others were clubs connected to larger networks of fitness corporations, either as facilities owned by the firms (for example, Bally’s) or franchise operations, such as Gold’s Gym. Managers often owned shares of Bally’s clubs, providing a proprietary interest in their success. Bally’s immediately set to work to “cut overhead” through computerization of tasks and to “attack the tedium of exercising” via video resources. The corporation determined to “drive mom and pop exercise classes to the wall” and, like other renowned chains such as Gold’s and World Gym, began marketing their own lines of workout clothes, health foods, and supplements. According to a 1988
article in the *New York Times*, 80 percent of their income came from the sale of such “soft products.”

Consolidations, expansions, failures, and shifts in industry structure continued throughout the 1990s. By 1998, reported the *New York Times*, the industry remained very fragmented, with two-thirds of all clubs still stand-alones, although this was down sharply from 1984, when IRSA surveys suggested that nine in ten were solo operations. The industry, although still not “mature” and stable, was consolidating rapidly. New players such as the Atlanta-based Crunch entered the market, also passing under Bally’s control in 2001. The women-only Curves Fitness opened its first club in 1992, began franchising in 1995, and claimed over nine thousand franchise operations by 2002. Turnover was high, and many local chains and stand-alone clubs faced extinction. With investment money pouring into the market and larger national and regional chains growing, many owners sold out, in part, “because it was getting harder to compete for employees and to keep updating equipment.” Clubs marketed themselves aggressively, and only the largest could afford the budgets involved in that sort of warfare. Still, the only two chains publicly traded

---


were Bally’s (now spun off from its original parent manufacturer into Bally’s Total Fitness) and Sports Club.  

Both the upscale and mass market–oriented clubs had to deal with issues such as gender and bodybuilding. Many of the 1960s clubs were male-only, and coed venues often featured different days for men and women. For women only (FWO) clubs began in the 1960s, even as sex segregation started breaking down. In 1969, for example, health devotee and fitness participant Lucille Roberts opened her first all-women’s Lucille Roberts Health Club opposite Macy’s on 34th St. in New York City. Over time, the firm grew to include fifty clubs by that name. The Woman’s World Health Spa in New England began in 1974 and, by 1979, claimed fifty-five franchise holders. As Elaine Louie observed in the New York Times Magazine, all women’s health clubs “are perhaps another area of women’s liberation. In an athletic sense, they are another version of Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own.” Large women, in particular, found FWO gyms more comfortable. If FWO clubs grew from an emergent feminist consciousness and the rise of a Title IX culture, they also emerged from a desire of many women to have a workout divorced from the sexual overtones of many coed clubs. FWO clubs took a back seat to growth during the 1980s, only to make a comeback by the end of the decade. As many as 67 percent of women surveyed in one study claimed they would prefer a same-sex workout site, and many club owners...

---


100 Louie, “The Boom in Health Clubs,” 80. Each franchise cost $65,000. Thirty were sold in 1979 alone. “About 1,200 women visit each spa every week, and the owner makes back his purchase price in three to six months.”


102 “I like an all-female atmosphere,” remarked writer and critic Blaire Sabol in 1981, “because I can come and go looking like a perspiring meatball without having to worry about some gorgeous accountant standing at the juice bar.” But she also acknowledged that in serious gyms rather than meat markets, men and women usually focused on their workouts, not the bodies of those working out next to them: “hard to believe, but that’s how serious the sweat set of the ’80s takes their exercise.” For many exercisers, both male and female, “our gyms are our temples—sweating is our prayer. At least in these places of worship, cursing is allowed . . . but PLEASE, no smoking”; Blaire Sabol, “Body Talk,” Mademoiselle (Oct. 1981), 64.
noted that these goals were especially important among older and married women. A common phenomenon in Los Angeles and Boston, they cropped up in New York during the 1990s, offering a calmer, less frenetic, and quieter environment than their coed counterparts. The demand for privacy also led half of the over five hundred Gold’s Gym franchises to establish women-only areas.

Clubs had to define their market niches, one element of which was how to relate to bodybuilding. Some clubs actively refused to incorporate serious weightlifting and bodybuilding into their exercise mix. As one Nautilus club owner remarked, “I don’t want a muscle gym with a bunch of apes smelling up the place and whistling at the women.”

Others took the opposite tack. Prestige muscle clubs such as the original Gold’s Gym or World Gym in California grew based on their association with premiere bodybuilders, and they parlayed their renown into expansion and franchising in the late 1970s and 1980s. With that came a vast market in logo-based clothing and gym supplement sales, personal training, shows, and so on, that flourished along with Joe Weider’s bodybuilding empire (his competitive yet monopolistic International Federation of Body Builders), supplement business, and fitness publications. In those gyms, bodybuilding preceded the arrival of a large general club membership, although the latter subsidized the former by the 1980s. By the late 1980s, many general interest clubs welcomed bodybuilders, although they often had a special “heavy room” for bigger, more aggressive lifters. Women weightlifters and bodybuilders, an oddity when first presented in Pumping Iron II (The Women), made up an increasingly important part of that market.

---

104 Nancy Stedman, “Getting Far, Far From the Macho Crowd,” New York Times, 2 March 1997, p. 40. None of the sources I have looked at thus far discusses the emergence of the women-only fitness clubs in terms of the rise of lesbian consciousness.
107 See, especially, Klein, Little Big Men.
Conclusion

What can we make of the rise of the fitness faith and its churches, the fitness centers? They were a response to crises in both health and identity. Drawing on a new clientele, the fitness movement simultaneously appealed to both individualism and conformity among men and women of all sexual orientations. It both challenged and confirmed preconceived visions of manliness and femininity. It permitted those who had previously resisted the corporation state to make peace with the broader society and to assert their right to rule.

Moreover, the movement was real, as its sustained development indicates. Thousands of fitness businesses, from small storefronts to large multi-purpose clubs, from women-only bastions to muscle gyms, dot the landscape. Although stand-alone clubs still dominated the industry numerically, by the twentieth century’s end, large, centrally owned, or franchised chains quickly transformed the industry and, by the last decade of the century, showed signs of forming a Chandlerian core, as opposed to a peripheral, industry. It thrived in an environment that rewarded collective individualism, an environment where the labor of public exercise confirmed individual virtue. It relied heavily on shifting gender relations and the new interest of many women as well as men in developing a “fit,” toned, or healthy body.

Finally, to the extent that fitness centers focus on health and respond to individuals attempting to create a better sense of themselves, they serve a positive and vital need. To the extent that they focus on profits before people and prey on insecurities and the need to chase commercially constructed images of beauty masquerading as fitness in a hyper-competitive, zero-sum, winner-take-all environment where security is an increasingly evanescent mirage, they contribute to a decline in human happiness and self-esteem.


Thousands more, of course, exist in community center, not-for-profit, or school gymnasiums.

The rise of the fitness industry and the idea of having a muscular, well-toned body dates back to what used to be called the physical culture of the late 19th century. Teachings of Eugene Sandow and Charles Atlas started the bodybuilding culture. This culture was later developed and brought to the mass by the famous Arnold Schwarzenegger in the 1970s. The industry kept on growing nevertheless, with a movement towards mass participation in fitness. Success story of a young fitness brand. 8. 1.2.4 - The 1990s. Consumers of fitness centres and consumers buying sports clothing and dietary supplements differ in many ways. Managers of these centres and companies face the difficult task of satisfying these people with different needs and wants. The total fitness center industry revenue in the U.S. amounted to 25.8 billion U.S. dollars in 2015, almost 90 percent of the region’s total revenue. Europe, however, is in fact the biggest market for the health club industry, followed closely by North America and then the Asia-Pacific region. Health club companies from the U.S., are among the top five companies in the industry. In terms of revenue, the biggest health club company in the world is Planet Fitness, with revenues of 1.5 billion U.S. dollars in 2015. In relation to the number of facilities worldwide, Anytime Fitness is the industry leader with over 3,000 gyms.